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Preliminary Statement 

Simply stated, the Defendants, including the moving Defendant, Johnson Matthey, Inc. 

(“Johnson Matthey”), operated a site used to manufacture and process metal alloy tubes and 

associated equipment in close proximity to the residential property owned by the Plaintiffs, Bradley 

and Paula Gay Warren.  The Plaintiffs have alleged that, during the Defendants’ respective 

ownership and operation thereof, they discharged hazardous substances into the environmental 

which have migrated onto and into the Plaintiffs’ property including the Plaintiffs’ drinking water.  It 

is further alleged that the Defendants have failed to remediate the contamination, the regulatory 

authorities have failed to require the Defendants to remediate the contamination and additional 

response work will be necessary.  Nevertheless, Defendant Johnson Matthey has now moved to 

dismiss the Complaint.  However, it is respectfully submitted that the Plaintiffs have alleged 

sufficient facts, which must be presumed true for purposes of this Motion, to withstand the Motion 

to Dismiss and, accordingly, Johnson Matthey’s Motion must be denied. 

Procedural History and Factual Background 

 The Complaint alleges the following facts which must be presumed true for purposes of 

the within Motion. 

 Bradley and Paula Gay Warren are a married couple who reside at and own the property 

located at 54 Conestoga Road in Malvern, Pennsylvania (“the Warren property”).  See 

Complaint, ¶¶5-7 (Exhibit A to Johnson Matthey’s Motion to Dismiss, previously filed With the 

Court (Document 5-2)).   

 From in or about 1951 until in or about 1999, the site located at 1 Malin Road, Frazer, 

East Whiteland Township, Chester County, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (“the Bishop Tube 

site”) was used to manufacture and process metal alloy tubes and associated equipment.  See 

Complaint, ¶ 17.   

 More specifically, from in or about 1951 through April 1, 1969, the Bishop Tube site was 

owned by subsidiary companies of Johnson Matthey, Inc. (“Johnson Matthey”) including J. 
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Bishop & Co., Platinum Works, Matthey Bishop, Inc. and Bishop Tube Co. (“Bishop Tube”) 

which entitles operated the Bishop Tube site for the manufacturing and processing of metal 

alloy tubes and associated equipment.  See Complaint, ¶18.  It is alleged in the Complaint that, 

Johnson Matthey is liable for the acts of J. Bishop & Co., Platinum Works, Matthey Bishop, Inc. 

and Bishop Tube and that Bishop Tube is the successor entity for J. Bishop & Co., Platinum 

Works and Matthey Bishop, Inc. and, as such, liable for the acts of those entities.  See 

Complaint, ¶¶19-20. 

 From on or about April 1, 1969 until on or about January 7, 1974, the Bishop Tube site 

was then owned by Whittaker Corp. (“Whittaker”), which also operated the Bishop Tube site for 

the manufacturing and processing of metal alloy tubes and associated equipment.  See 

Complaint, ¶21.  From on or about January 7, 1974 until on or about February 21, 2005, the 

Bishop Tube site was then owned by the Central and Western Chester County Industrial 

Development Authority (“CWCCIDA”).  See Complaint, ¶22. 

 On or about January 7, 1974, Christiana Metals Corp. (“Christiana Metals”) entered into 

an Installment Sale agreement with the CWCCIDA, which granted Christiana Metals certain 

rights with respect to use and possession of the Bishop Tube site.  See Complaint, ¶23.  It is 

alleged that, in or about 1974, Christiana Metals acquired Bishop Tube.  See Complaint, ¶24.  

From in or about 1974 until in or about 1989, Christiana Metals operated the Bishop Tube site 

for the manufacturing and processing of metal allow tubes and associated equipment.  See 

Complaint, ¶25. 

 Upon information and belief, in or about 1989, Electralloy then acquired Bishop Tube 

and entered into an agreement with Christiana Metals which granted Electralloy certain rights 

with respect to the use and possession of the Bishop Tube site.  See Complaint, ¶¶26-27.  From 

in or about 1989 until in or about January 1991, Electralloy operated the Bishop Tube site for 

the manufacturing and processing of metal allow tubes and associated equipment.  See 

Complaint, ¶28.   
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 It is believed that, in or about September 1991, Christiana Metals reacquired Bishop 

Tube and then transferred Bishop Tube’s assets to Marcegaglia, S.P.A. (“Marcegaglia”).  See 

Complaint, ¶29-30.  From in or about 1992 until in or about 1999, the Bishop Tube site was 

operated by Marcegaglia through its subsidiary companies including Bishop Tube, New Bishop 

Tube Co., Damascus-Bishop Tube Company and Marcegaglia USA, Inc. (“Marcegaglia USA”) 

for the manufacturing and processing of metal alloy tubes and associated equipment.  See 

Complaint, ¶31.  It is alleged in the Complaint that Marcegaglia is liable for the acts of Bishop 

Tube, New Bishop Tube Co., Damascus-Bishop Tube Company and Marcegaglia USA and that 

Marcegaglia is the successor entity for Bishop Tube, New Bishop Tube Co. and Damascus-

Bishop Tube Company and, as such, is liable for the acts of those entities.  See Complaint, 

¶¶32-33. 

 It is alleged in the Complaint that, during their respective periods of ownership and 

operation of the Bishop Tube site, the Defendants used or permitted the use of hazardous 

substances, including trichloroethylene (“TCE”), during the manufacturing processes for their 

seamless stainless steel and other products and that, as a result of the Defendants’ ownership 

and operations at the Bishop Tube site, hazardous substances, including TCE, were disposed 

into the environment, including the Bishop Tube site’s soils and groundwater.  See Complaint, 

¶¶34-35.  It is further alleged that subsurface migration of contaminated groundwater from the 

Bishop Tube site has and continues to contaminate the aquifer beneath the Bishop Tube site 

and beneath off-site premises including the Plaintiffs’ home.  See Complaint, ¶36. 

 Upon information and belief, in or about 1980, the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (“EPA”) added the Bishop Tube site to the Comprehensive Environmental 

Response, Compensation and Liability Information List (“CERCLIS”).  See Complaint, ¶37.  In 

addition, in or about 1983, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 

(“PADEP”), under contract with the EPA, conducted a non-invasive, non-sampling preliminary 
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assessment of the Bishop Tube site and, in or about 1985, the EPA conducted a subsurface 

investigation.  See Complaint, ¶¶38-39.   

 Moreover, from in or about 1981 until in or about 1999, Christiana Metals conducted 

various partial characterizations of the Bishop Tube site; however, in or about 1999, Christiana 

Metals abandoned its work at the Bishop Tube site.  See Complaint, ¶¶40-41.  Accordingly, in or 

about 1999, the PADEP took over response actions at the Bishop Tube site, which included 

periodic sampling of soil, surface water, groundwater, vapor intrusion pathway analysis and 

maintenance of monitoring wells in the contaminated aquifer as well as the installation of a soil 

vapor extraction and air sparging system designed to capture and remove contamination from 

subsurface soils at the Bishop Tube site.  See Complaint, ¶¶42-43.   

 However, none of the Defendants have taken any steps to actively remediate the 

contamination that originated on the Bishop Tube site, which has and continues to migrate onto 

the Warren property and neither the EPA nor the PADEP have taken any steps to compel such 

remedial activity.  See Complaint, ¶44.  Further response action is necessary to abate the 

release of the hazardous substances at the Bishop Tube site which have and continue to 

migrate onto the Warren property.  See Complaint, ¶45.   

 A Notice of Intent to Sue was served on all Defendants as well as the EPA and PADEP 

on December 8, 2014, to which no one responded.  See Complaint, ¶46; and Notice of Intent to 

Sue (Exhibit B to Johnson Matthey’s Motion to Dismiss, previously filed with the Court 

(Document 5-3)).  Accordingly, the Complaint was filed in connection with this matter on April 

14, 2015.  See Complaint.  Johnson Matthey now moves to dismiss the Complaint pursuant to 

Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”).  See Motion to Dismiss. 

Argument 

 It is respectfully submitted that Johnson Matthey’s Motion to Dismiss must be denied 

because the Plaintiffs’ have sufficiently pled causes of action pursuant to the United States 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (“CERCLA”) and 
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”) and, accordingly, supplemental jurisdiction 

over the Plaintiffs’ pendent state law claims is also appropriate. 

I. Standard of Review 

 A party may move to dismiss a claim for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be 

granted.  FRCP Rule 12(B)(6).  “In the context of a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), the 

court must accept as true all of the factual allegations in the complaint and all reasonable 

inferences that can be drawn therefrom.”  Ibarra v. U.S.P. Allenwood, No. CIV.A.1:06-CV-1160, 

2007 WL 465055, at *1 (M.D. Pa. Feb. 8, 2007) citing Langford v. City of Atlantic City, 235 F.3d 

845, 847 (3d Cir.2000) and Nami v. Fauver, 82 F.3d 63, 65 (3d Cir.1996).  “Although the court is 

generally limited in its review to the facts alleged in the complaint, it ‘may also consider matters 

of public record, orders, exhibits attached to the complaint and items appearing in the record of 

the case.”  Id. quoting Oshiver v. Levin, Fishbein, Sedran & Berman, 38 F.3d 1380, 1384 n. 2 

(3d Cir.1994). 

“The court will not dismiss a complaint for failure to state a claim unless it appears 

beyond a doubt that ‘no relief could be granted under any set of facts that could be proved 

consistent with the allegations.”  Id. quorting Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 514 

(2002).  “The complaint will be deemed to have alleged sufficient facts if it adequately put[s] the 

defendant on notice of the essential elements of the plaintiff's cause of action.”  Id. citing 

Langford, 235 F.3d at 847.  “The court must grant leave to amend before dismissing a complaint 

that is merely deficient.”  Id. citing Shane v. Fauver, 213 F.3d 113, 116-17 (3d Cir.2000). 

II. Plaintiffs’ CERCLA Claim Must Not Be Dismissed 

Johnson Matthey first argues that the Plaintiffs’ CERCLA claim must be dismissed because 

it does not allege that they incurred CERCLA response costs.  However, as explained by the Third 

Circuit: 

“CERCLA is a broad and complex statute aimed at the dangers posed by 
hazardous waste sites. Among other things, CERCLA provides a cause of action 
to recover ‘response costs’ incurred in remedying an environmental hazard and 
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allows those liable for response costs to seek contribution from other liable 
parties. A plaintiff must meet four elements to establish CERCLA liability: (1) that 
hazardous substances were disposed of at a ‘facility’; (2) that there has been a 
‘release’ or ‘threatened release’ of hazardous substances from the facility into the 
environment; (3) that the release or threatened release has required or will 
require the expenditure of ‘response costs’; and (4) that the defendant falls within 
one of four categories of responsible parties.  If these requirements are met, 
responsible parties are liable for response costs regardless of their intent.”  
United States v. CDMG Realty Co., 96 F.3d 706, 712 (3d Cir. 1996) (internal 
citations omitted) (emphasis added). 

Indeed, as even Johnson Matthey points out and as stated above, a CERCLA claim will survive if it 

is alleged that the release of hazardous substances will require the Plaintiff to incur response costs.  

See Johnson Matthey’s Memorandum of Law, at p.5.   

 As described in detail above, the Warrens have alleged that: (1) the Defendants, including 

Johnson Matthey, discharged hazardous substances, including TCE, into the environment 

including the Bishop Tube site’s soils and groundwater; (2) the subsurface contamination has 

migrated from the Bishop Tube site into the aquifer1 beneath the Bishop Tube Site and beneath 

off-site premises including the Plaintiffs’ home; (3) while certain of the Defendants have taken 

limited response actions, none of the Defendants have taken any steps to actively remediate the 

contamination that originated on the Bishop Tube site, which has and continues to migrate onto the 

Warren property; (4) neither the EPA nor the PADEP have taken any steps to compel such 

remedial activity; and (5) further response action is necessary to abate the release of the 

hazardous substances.   

To the extent that Johnson Matthey is arguing that the CERCLA claim should be 

dismissed because the Complaint alleges that the anticipated work “will not be inconsistent with 

the national Contingency Plan,” it is respectfully submitted that dismissal of the claim would be 

inappropriate on that basis.  Simply, remediation of drinking water is clearly consistent with the 

                                                           
1 By definition, an aquifer is a porous deposit of rock, such as a sandstone, containing water that is used 
to supply wells.  See Free Dictionary, http://www.thefreedictionary.com/aquifer (last visited August 6, 
2015). 
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National Contingency Plan.  As explained by the United States District Court for the District of 

Colorado: 

“The National Contingency Plan (‘NCP’) is defined by CERCLA as ‘the national 
contingency plan published under section 311(c) of the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act or revised pursuant to section 105 of this Act.’ (CERCLA § 101(31), 
42 U.S.C. § 9601(31).) The NCP promulgated under the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act (‘FWPCA’) addressed how the government was to respond to 
discharges of oil and hazardous substances into navigable waters of the United 
States. Section 105 of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9605, directed the President to 
revise and expand the NCP to effectuate the new responsibilities and powers 
created by the Act. For example, CERCLA authorizes the President to act 
whenever any hazardous substances are released or there is a threat of such a 
release into the ‘environment.’ (42 U.S.C. § 9604(a)(1).) ‘Environment’ means not 
only navigable waters, but any other surface water, ground water, drinking water 
supply, land surface or subsurface strata or ambient air within the United States 
or under the jurisdiction of the United States. (42 U.S.C. § 9601(8).) The revised 
NCP was promulgated July 16, 1982 (47 Fed.Reg. 31180) and is codified at 40 
C.F.R. Part 300 (1984).”  United States v. Shell Oil Co., 605 F. Supp. 1064, 
1073-74 (D. Colo. 1985) (emphasis added). 

As the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey found: 

“Excavation by landowner to clean up hazardous waste disposal area was 
‘removal action,’ under CERCLA and National Contingency Plan (NCP) in effect 
at time action was taken, even though state and federal environmental agencies 
had not identified threat or made any recommendation concerning remediation; 
release of hazardous substance was not only imminent, but was actually 
occurring, and hazardous substances were leaching into groundwater and into 
potential sources of drinking water.”  Hatco Corp. v. W.R. Grace & Co. Conn., 
849 F. Supp. 931 (D.N.J. 1994) (emphasis added). 

Moreover, pursuant to Rule 15(a)(1)(B) of the FRCP, the Plaintiffs can amend their 

Complaint as a matter of right within twenty one days of receiving a responsive pleading.  There 

is ample time to do since not all of the Defendants have yet to respond to the Complaint.  

Moreover, even if the Plaintiffs could not amend as of right, as explained above, dismissal of a 

complaint is inappropriate where an amendment can cure the defect. 

Simply stated, the contamination from the Bishop Tube site has migrated into the Plaintiffs’ 

well water which prevents them from drinking such water and requires them to purchase bottle 

water and, since none of the Defendants have taken any steps to abate the condition and none of 

the governmental authorities have compelled such remedial measures, the Plaintiffs will have to 
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take steps to do so.  Such anticipated remedial work is consistent with the National Contingency 

Plan.2  Based on the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the Plaintiffs have sufficiently pled 

facts to sustain a CERCLA claim sufficient to defeat a Motion to Dismiss. 

III. Plaintiffs’ RCRA Claim Must Not Be Dismissed 

 Johnson Matthey next argues that the Plaintiffs’ RCRA claim must be dismissed because it 

does not adequately allege an “imminent and substantial endangerment to health or the 

environment” and because the State is diligently addressing the contamination.   

 However, as described in detail above, the Complaint alleges that TCE contamination from 

the Bishop Tube site has migrated into the Plaintiffs’ well water.  TCE is a volatile organic 

compound “used mainly as a solvent to remove grease from metal parts, but it is also an 

ingredient in adhesives, paint removers, typewriter correction fluids, and spot removers. 

Trichloroethylene is not thought to occur naturally in the environment. However, it has been 

found in underground water sources and many surface waters as a result of the manufacture, 

use, and disposal of the chemical.”  There is evidence that TCE affects the developmental and 

nervous systems in humans and is also carcinogenic.  Specifically, there is evidence that TCE 

can cause kidney cancer and limited evidence for non-Hodgkin lymphoma and liver cancer as 

well as various tumors in animals.  See United States Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, Toxic Substances Portal for 

TCE, http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/substances/toxsubstance.asp?toxid=30 (last visited August 7, 

2015).   

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that it is disingenuous for Johnson Matthey to 

claim that Plaintiffs have not adequately alleged sufficient imminent and substantial 

endangerment to health or the environment to sustain a RCRA claim.  The same is true with 

                                                           
2 Plaintiffs concede that they do not have standing to seek a CERCLA claim based on alleged damages 
to natural resources.  However, that does not affect their claim for response costs under CERCLA.  See 
i.e. Artesian Water Co. v. Gov't of New Castle Cnty., 851 F.2d 643, 644 (3d Cir. 1988). 
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respect to the Notice of Intent to Sue that was served on all parties and the applicable 

regulatory agencies as the same information was provided in the Notice of Intent to Sue.  

Indeed, a copy of the draft Complaint was attached to that letter.   

Moreover, the Complaint also alleges that none of the Defendants have taken any steps to 

abate the condition and none of the governmental authorities have compelled such remedial 

measures.  Those allegations must be presumed true for purposes of this motion.  Indeed, despite 

the alleged Consent Order, which Johnson Matthey did not attach as an exhibit to its Motion, the 

contamination remains on the Warrens’ property.  Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that 

injunctive relief to abate the contamination is necessary. 

Based on the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the Plaintiffs have sufficiently pled 

facts to sustain a RCRA claim sufficient to defeat a Motion to Dismiss. 

IV. Plaintiffs’ Pendent State Law Claims Must Not Be Dismissed 

 Johnson Matthew next argues that the RCRA claim must be dismissed to the extent 

Plaintiffs’ Federal CERCLA and RCRA claims are dismissed.  However, since Johnson Matthey 

has offered no other ground for dismissal of the pendent state law claims, to the extent its 

Motion to Dismiss the federal claims is denied, its Motion to Dismiss the pendent state law 

claims should likewise be denied.  As held by the Third Circuit, supplemental jurisdiction is 

appropriate where “the federal and state claims ‘are merely alternative theories of recovery 

based on the same acts.”  Lyon v. Whisman, 45 F.3d 758, 761 (3d Cir. 1995) quoting Lentino v. 

Fringe Employee Plans, Inc., 611 F.2d 474, 479 (3d Cir.1979).  

Conclusion 

 Simply stated, in support of their federal CERCLA and RCRA claims, the Plaintiffs have 

alleged that: (1) the Defendants, including Johnson Matthey, discharged hazardous substances, 

including TCE, into the environment at the Bishop Tube site which have migrated onto the 

Plaintiffs’ property and, specifically, into their drinking water; (2) that the Defendants have failed to 

remediate the contamination; (3) that the regulatory authorities have failed to require the  
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Defendants to remediate the contamination; and (4) that additional response work will be 

necessary.  Indeed, TCE is a carcinogenic.  Based on the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that 

the Plaintiffs have alleged sufficient facts, which must be presumed true for purposes of this 

Motion, to withstand a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the FRCP and, accordingly, 

Johnson Matthey’s Motion must be denied. 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      HARRITON & FURRER, LLP  
 
           by: /s/ Urs Broderick Furrer_______________ 
      Urs Broderick Furrer 
      PA ID 312832 
      Attorneys for Plaintiffs  
      84 Business Park Drive, Suite 302 
      Armonk, New York 10504 
      (914) 730-3400 
      UBFurrer@HFLawLLP.com  
            

Dated: August 10, 2015  
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HARRITON & FURRER, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 

 
BRADLEY WARREN and PAULA GAY WARREN,   
  

  
Plaintiffs, No.:   2:15-cv-01919 (GJP) 

v.   
     

JOHNSON MATTHEY, INC., BISHOP TUBE CO., Proposed Order 
WHITTAKER CORP., CHRISTIANA METALS  
CORP., CENTRAL AND WESTERN CHESTER  
COUNTY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT  
AUTHORITY, ELECTRALLOY CORP.,  
MARCEGAGLIA, S.P.A., MARCEGAGLIA USA, INC.  
and CONSTITUTION DRIVE PARTNERS, L.P.,  
 
    Defendants.     

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 
  

Defendant Johnson Matthey, Inc.’s Motion to Dismiss having been heard by the Court is 

hereby ordered, DENIED.     

By the Court: 
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HARRITON & FURRER, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 

 
BRADLEY WARREN and PAULA GAY WARREN,   
  

  
Plaintiffs, No.:   2:15-cv-01919 (GJP) 

v.   
     

JOHNSON MATTHEY, INC., BISHOP TUBE CO., Certificate of Service 
WHITTAKER CORP., CHRISTIANA METALS  
CORP., CENTRAL AND WESTERN CHESTER  
COUNTY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT  
AUTHORITY, ELECTRALLOY CORP.,  
MARCEGAGLIA, S.P.A., MARCEGAGLIA USA, INC.  
and CONSTITUTION DRIVE PARTNERS, L.P.,  
 
    Defendants.     

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 
  

I, Urs Broderick Furrer, being sworn, say; I am not a party to the action, am over 18 
years of age and am employed by Harriton & Furrer, LLP, 84 Business Park Drive, Armonk, 
New York 10504.   

 
On August 10, 2015, I served the within Memorandum of Law in Opposition to 

Defendant Johnson Matthey Inc.’s Motion to Dismiss by filing it electronically through the 
ECF system.   

 
On August 10, 2015, I also served the within Memorandum of Law in Opposition to 

Defendant Johnson Matthey Inc.’s Motion to Dismiss by depositing a true copy thereof 
enclosed in a post-paid wrapper, in an official depository under the exclusive care and custody 
of the United States Postal Service within the State of New York, addressed to: 

 
 Bishop Tube Co. 
 c/o Prentice Hall Corporation 
 2595 Interstate Drive, Suite 103 
 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110 
 
 Thomas Duncan, Esq. 
 Benjamin Stonelake, Esq. 
 Blank Rome, LLP 
 Attorneys for Whittaker Corp. 
 One Logan Square 
 130 North 18th Street 
 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
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HARRITON & FURRER, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

 Christiana Metals Corp. 
 c/o Sonobond Ultrasonics, Inc. 
 1191 McDermott Drive 
 West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380 
 
 Electralloy Corp. 

175 Main Street 
Oil City, Pennsylvania 16301 

 
 Kathy K. Condo, Esq. 

Babst Calland 
Attorneys for Marcegaglia USA, Inc. 
Two Gateway Center 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 

 
 Jonathan H. Spergel, Esq. 
 Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP 
 Attorneys for Constitution Drive Partners, Inc. 
 401 City Avenue, Suite 901 
 Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004 
 

 
 
 
        /s/ Urs Broderick Furrer__________ 
   URS BRODERICK FURRER 
 
Dated:  August 10, 2015 
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